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Captive eye predicts load direction and 
prevents disconnection during use

ALUMINIUM ALLOW 
MANUAL-LOCKING CARABINER

1680D polyester elastic blend

INDUSTRIAL GRADE DURABILITY 
+ DURABLE DESIGN

Prevent dropped objects

TETHER TOOLS AT HEIGHTS

Lessens force on body or anchor 
point if drop occurs

SHOCK ABSORBING

Squids 3110F(x) Tool Lanyard - 
Dual Carabiner 4.5kg

PART NO. DESCRIPTION

19822 Squids 3110F(x) Tool Lanyard - Dual Carabiner
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Drop Free Zone
TOOL TETHERING + LANYARDS

SCAN TO 
ORDER

DIMENSIONS
96-122cm

WEIGHT RATING
4.5kg

 » Approved to the ANSI/ISEA 121-2018 standard
 » Shock absorbing properties reduce the dynamic force on the 

body or other anchor point if drop occurs
 » Durable 1680 denier polyester elastic blended webbing 

extends from 96-122cm
 » Low profile lightweight design reduces snag hazards and 

added weight
 » Anodized aluminum alloy carabiner with captive eye on 

both ends
 » High strength 3-ply nylon stitching secures connecting ends
 » Single length construction eliminates weak points seen with 

multi-component lanyards
 » Patent pending design

The Squids 3110F(x) Tool Lanyard - Dual Carabiner is shock 
absorbing tool lanyard with carabiner on both ends. Designed and 
tested to prevent falling objects and reduce the force your body 
sees if a drop occurs by absorbing the energy transmitted through 
the tool lanyard. By reducing the shock load this design prevents 
the tool from pulling the user down with it protecting those above 
as well as those below.

TESTED TO BE TRUSTED

All lanyards are rigorously tested and third party certified 
to a 4.5kg maximum capacity with a 2:1 safety factor to 
prevent falling objects. When working at heights, choosing 
the best tool tethering equipment matters because there 
are no second chances.

4.5 kg


